UPOV morphological versus molecular
markers for maize inbred lines
variability determination

INTRODUCTION

In maize (Zea mays L.) breeding programs, it is very
important to define a genetic distance of inbred lines and to
establish criteria and biometric methods for the satisfactory
germplasm classification. A total of 29 inbred lines from
Maize Research Institute “Zemun Polje” (MRIZP) breeding
program, Belgrade, Serbia, were used to compare similarities
obtained by morphological (according to UPOV - Union
Internationale pour la Protection des Obtentions Végétales)
and molecular (simple sequence repeats, SSR) markers.
The aim was to assess discriminative power of applied
markers in the separation of related lines, and to determine
the possibility of their application in choosing parental lines
for breeding programs. Application of different marker types
resulted in adequate separation of inbreds into divergent
groups, which facilitates the choice of parental lines.
However, there were still many inconsistencies between the
field and laboratory results. The quality of information from
morphological markers was improved by the application
of the appropriate descriptor, measurement scale and
the biometric method. According to the correspondence
analysis, increased number of SSR markers will enable
more reliable results. Regression analysis of morphological
visual assessment (MVG) and SSR similarity of individual
inbreds pointed out that in some cases morphological, and
in others molecular markers more accurately reflected
known pedigree information of tested maize lines. In the
early generations of maize inbred lines testing, we propose
utilization of information resulting from morphological
markers, according to UPOV descriptor. However,
application of adequate number of molecular (SSR) markers
has an economic justification on a smaller number of elite
lines in the later generations of line testing.

Maize (Zea mays L.) is among the world’s most important cereals
in terms of human and animal nutrition and industrial use, and
at same time, one of the most diverse crops that exhibit broad
genetic and phenotypic variation. Its genetic diversity has been
characterized by morphological traits, pedigree analysis, heterosis
data, biochemical and DNA molecular markers (Smith and Smith,
1989; Jambrovic et al., 2008; Srdic et al., 2008; Ranatunga et al.,
2009; Lauer et al., 2012; Shrestha, 2013).
Due to an unknown mechanism of genetic control and a
great environmental effect on the trait expression, phenotypic
markers are often considered unreliable indicators of genetic
relationships for the tested material. However, morphological
traits are still very important in determination of the agronomic
value and in taxonomic classification of maize and the other plant
species (Ortiz et al., 2008). In addition, morphological markers
play an important role in the management and maintenance of
Plant Genetic Resources (PGR), as well as in Plant Breeders’
Rights (PBR) system. In order to standardize the morphological
description for maize, several guidelines for morphological
descriptors of maize were published and approved at international
level (Law et al., 2011). One of them is the descriptor for maize,
published by International Union for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants (Union Internationale pour la Protection des
Obtentions Végétales - UPOV) (UPOV TG/2/7, 2009). The aim
of UPOV Convention is to ensure conditions for granting the
breeder’s right, based on uniform and clearly defined principles. A
significant advance by UPOV was made in terms of international
standardization of field trials, experimental and statistical designs,
data gathering and analyzing, as well as comparisons of various
methodologies related to other suggestions corresponding to
phylogenetic, taxonomic studies, or issues important for gene
bank management. In the UPOV Descriptor, the degradation
of measurement scale from scale to ordinal level significantly
decreases environmental effects on the quantitative traits. Results
obtained using this method are more reliable for genotypes
comparison than the results based on mean values of scale
measurements over several years or locations. For the same maize
inbred lines, morphological data (analyzed by USA and EU
descriptors) cannot be transformed and combined into a single set
of data in order to define differences between inbreds (Law et al.,
2011), although these two systems provide, individually, a similar
ranking of compared lines for many traits and identify differences
for the protection of breeders’ rights.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Morphological characterization

In this study, 29 inbred lines from Maize Research

Institute “Zemun Polje” (MRIZP) breeding program,
Belgrade, Serbia, were used. Each line was sown in
two rows, with 20 plants per row, two replicates and
at two locations: Zemun Polje (44°52’ N, 20°19’ E,
81 m a.s.l.) and Krnješevci (30 km North from Zemun
Polje), according to randomized complete block design.
Morphological characterization was performed based on
the UPOV descriptor for maize (UPOV TG/2/7, 2009),
by a visual assessment for a single observation of a group
of plants or parts of plants (VG), and measurement of 10
individual plants or part of plants (MS). Table 1 shows
a list of scored characters, plant developmental stage at
time of assessment (SDA), method of measurement (TO)
and range of possible (according to descriptor) (RND)
and obtained scores (RNM). A list of tested lines and
information about their origin are given in Table 2.

Marker analysis

Genetic characterization of maize inbred lines was done by
the application of the SSR markers. Extraction of genomic
DNA from fresh leaf tissue was done employing modified
method of Saghai-Maroof et al. (1984).
A total of 25 SSR primers were selected from the Maize
Genetics Database (MaizeGDB; www.maizegdb.org). The
amplifications were performed using volumes of 25 μL PCR
reaction containing 1 × reaction buffer, 2.4 mM MgCl2, 0.8
mM dNTP, 0.5 µL primers, 1 U Taq polymerase (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and 50 ng DNA
template. Amplifying program was applied (Thermocycler
TProfessional Standard 96, Biometra, Göttingen, Germany)
as follows: Initial denaturation at 95 °C for 5 min, 15 cycles
of denaturation at 95 °C for 30 s, annealing at 63.5 °C for 1
min (-0.5 °C per cycle) and extension at 72 °C, then 22 cycles
of denaturation at 95 °C for 30 s, annealing at 56 °C for 1
min and extension at 72 °C for 1 min and final elongation
at 72 °C for 4 min. Electrophoresis was performed on 8%
polyacrylamide gels for 1.5 h at 80 mA (Mini Protean Tetra,
Cell BioRad, Hercules, California, USA).
Gels were stained with ethidium-bromide (0.5 μg μL-1)
and photographed under UV light using a gel documentation
system (BioDocAnalyze Live, Biometra). Primer names and
sequences are presented in Table 3.

Statistical analysis

The cluster analysis (Complete-Linkage Clustering
method, squared Euclidean distance) was performed on
morphological data separately: For the visual assessment
(VG) and for scale-measured traits (MS). Additionally,
scale- and visually- measured traits were merged (VG+MS)
and the same analysis was done. Standardization of
data, except in the first set, was done prior to defying the
distance. For visual assessment, instead of mean values per
replicate/location, the modal value was a measure of central
tendency. It has been considered that using this approach,
the impact of both, environment and observer’s subjectivity
would be partially reduced.
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The limitations of morphological traits are reflected
through low level of polymorphism, low heritability, late
expression, limited discriminative power and potential to
measure relatedness and genetic similarity. Nowadays,
molecular markers are considered as the most reliable tool in
genetic studies. They identify high level of polymorphism,
allow the assessment of genetic diversity at DNA level,
can be evaluated at different growing stages, and their
expression is independent of environmental conditions.
Different molecular markers are used to evaluate genetic
diversity, but no single technique is universally appropriate.
The selection of particular markers depends on the objective
of the study and available facilities. Among DNA-based
markers, simple sequence repeats (SSR) have been used
comprehensively for maize genetic studies (Ignjatovic-Micic
et al., 2007; Adetimirin et al., 2008). The molecular markers
ability to distinguish closely related genotypes raises the
concern about decreasing minimum required distance for
determination of distinctness, number of markers required,
and their distribution throughout the genome. Therefore,
it is very important to define a set of markers for proper
genome coverage (Gunjaca et al., 2008).
There is no one individual marker that can give all
the information needed in plant adaptation, breeding and
conservation, without support from another technique.
Generally, a greater number of authors state that
relationships between morphological and molecular markers
are often unclear, but their triangular shape of relationships
has been confirmed and theoretically explained by many
authors (Rebourg et al., 2001).
Organization of maize germplasm into genetically
divergent groups is important for the optimal use of the
phenomenon of heterosis in hybrid breeding programs.
Two important questions are: What is the distance between
maize lines within the same and among the different
heterotic groups and what criteria and biometric methods
allow adequate grouping of germplasm? The breeder’s
dilemma is often which tester(s) is (are) the best to use
in testing the inbred derived from a hybrid or the inbred
developed by crossing parents belonging to different/distant
heterotic groups. Previous studies (Babic et al., 2008;
2014) pointed out that morphological markers (according
to the UPOV descriptor) were sufficient for good maize
inbred line discrimination, giving useful information for
maize breeding.
The objectives of this study were (i) to compare
similarities obtained by morphological (according to UPOV
descriptor) and molecular (SSR) markers, (ii) to assess
discriminative power of applied markers in the separation
of related lines, and (iii) to determine the possibility of their
application in choosing parental lines in breeding programs.

Table 1. List of characteristics from UPOV guidelines, range of notes by descriptor (RND), range of notes measured (RNM), stage of
development for the assessment (SDA) and type of observation (TO).
List of characteristics

SDA

1 Anthocyanin coloration of first leaf sheet
2 Shape of apex of first leaf
3 Intensity of leaf green color
4 Undulation of leaf blade margin
5 Angle between leaf blade and stem
6 Curvature of leaf blade
7 Degree of stem zig-zag
9 Anthocyanin coloration at base of tassel glume
10 Anthocyanin coloration of tassel glume
11 Anthocyanin coloration of tassel anthers
12 Angle between main axis and lateral branches
13 Curvature of lateral tassel branches
14 Number of primary tassel branches
16 Anthocyanin coloration of silks
17 Anthocyanin coloration of brace roots
18 Density of tassel spikelets
19 Anthocyanin coloration of sheath
20 Anthocyanin coloration of internodes
21 Length of main axis above lowest side branch
22 Length of main axis above highest side branch
23 Length of lateral branch
24 Height of plant
25 Ratio height of ear/height of plant
26 Width of blade
27 Length of ear peduncle
28 Length of ear
29 Diameter of ear in middle
30 Shape of ear
31 Number of rows of grain
36 Type of grain
38 Color of top of grain
39 Color of dorsal side of grain
41 Anthocyanin coloration of glumes of cob

TO

4 leaves unfolded
4 leaves unfolded
Inflorescence visible
Inflorescence visible
Anthesis
Anthesis
Anthesis
Anthesis
Anthesis
Anthesis
Anthesis
Anthesis
Anthesis to milk grain
Anthesis halfway
Anthesis to milk grain
Anthesis to watery ripe
Watery ripe to milk grain
Watery ripe to milk grain
Watery ripe to milk grain
Watery ripe to milk grain
Watery ripe to milk grain
Milk to dough grain
Milk to dough grain
Milk to dough grain
Milk to dough grain
Hard grain
Hard grain
Hard grain
Hard grain
Hard grain
Hard grain
Hard grain
Hard grain

VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG/MS
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG
VG/MS
VG/MS
VG
VG/MS
VG/MS
VG/MS
VG
VG/MS
VG/MS
VG
VG/MS
VG
VG
VG
VG

RND

RNM

1-9
1-5
1-3
1-3
1-9
1-9
1-3
1-9
1-9
1-9
1-9
1-9
1-9/nr
1-9
1-9
3-7
1-9
1-9
1-9/cm
1-9/cm
1-9
1-9/cm
1-9/cm
1-9/cm
1-9
1-9/cm
1-9/cm
1-3
1-9/nr
1-9
1-9
1-9
1-9

1-9
1-5
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-5
1-3
1-7
1-9
1-7
1-7
1-7
1-7
1-7
1-9
3-7
1-7
1-9
3-9
5-9
3-7
3-9
1-5
5-9
1-7
3-7
3-7
1-3
3-9
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-7

UPOV: Union Internationale pour la Protection des Obtentions Végétales; VG: visual assessment for a single observation of a group of plants or parts of plants;
MS: measurement of 10 individual plants or part of plants.

Table 2. Origin of maize lines.
Line

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14
L15

Origin

Line

LSC
L16
Independent × LSC
L17
Independent
L18
Independent
L19
Independent × BSSS
L20
Independent × BSSS
L21
Independent × Unrelated
L22
Independent × BSSS
L23
Independent
L24
Independent × BSSS
L25
BSSS
L26
BSSS × Independent
L27
LSC
L28
LSC
L29
BSSS		

Origin

BSSS × Independent × Exotic
Unrelated
BSSS × Independent
Unrelated × Ohio
BSSS × Independent
Unrelated white × Independent
Unrelated white × BSSS
LSC
BSSS × Independent × Exotic
BSSS × Independent
BSSS × Independent
BSSS × Domestic
LSC
BSSS × Independent × Unrelated

LSC: Lancaster Sure Crop; BSSS: Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic.

The advantage of such presentation is that results are
presented in the form of continuous variation, while the
cluster analysis presents results in the form of groupsclusters, even when the continuality in data is present.
The relationship between morphological and molecular
similarity was presented in scatter diagrams of regression
analysis.
All statistical analyses were performed using program
the SPSS Statistics 23 (IBM, Armonk, New York, USA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Grouping of tested maize inbred lines
according to morphological markers

Cluster analysis was done for morphological traits,
separately for visual assessment (MVG), for scale-measured
characteristics (MMS) and for combined set of data
(MVG+MMS). The grouping of maize lines based on the
scale-measured characteristics was not in accordance with
the information of their origin (Figure 1b) and even related
line pairs L13, L14 and L25, L26 were not grouped in the
same cluster. Consequently, scale-measured characteristics
based distances were not used in further analyses. These
results are in accordance with previous findings of
Gunjaca et al. (2008). In order to improve the quality of
morphological markers, some authors (Smith and Smith,
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Molecular markers were scored in a binary form of 1 or
0 for presence or absence of the band, respectively. Genetic
similarities were estimated by Jaccard similarity coefficient.
Matrices of distances/similarity were used for cluster
and correspondence analysis. In order to obtain more
detailed presentation of inter-relationships of maize inbred
lines in this study, correspondence analysis was used
(Dell Software, 2015). For this purpose, morphological
distances are transformed into similarities and the results of
correspondence analysis are presented on scatter diagrams.

Table 3. Simple sequence repeats primers – names and sequences.
Name
umc1265
bnlg1633
umc2129
bnlg198
umc1643
phi087
umc1019
bnlg1443
phi102
umc1695
phi057
phi112
umc1782

Sequence

Name

F GCCTAGTCGCCTACCCTACCAAT
R TGTGTTCTTGATTGGGTGAGACAT
F GTCCTTCCTCTCCTTCGTGCATA
R CAGAGGCTGTTGTTCCCCAC
F ACGTGGTCATCACTCACCGC
R AAGGAGGAGCGTTCTCGTGG
F GTTTGGTCTTGCTGAAAAATAAAA
R GCTGGAGGCCTACATTATTATCTC
F ATCACCACATCCGTTGCAAAT
R GCTGGAGGCCTACATTATTATCTC
F GAGAGGAGGTGTTGTTTGACACAC
R ACAACCGGACAAGTCAGCAGATTG
F CCAGCCATGTCTTCTCGTTCTT
R AAACAAAGCACCATCAATTCGG
F TACCGGAATCCTCTTTGGTG
R TTTGACAACCTCTTCCAGGG
F TGAATCTAAACATAACTTATGTCTAG
R CCTCGGATTCCGGATTGTAAGTCA
F ATCATTCTGCAGGTCACGAGAAG
R AGAGACGAAAACCGACCATTCAT
F CTCATCAGTGCCGTCGTCCAT
R CAGTCGCAAGAAACCGTTGCC
F TGCCCTGCAGGTTCACATTGAGT
R AGGAGTACGCTTGGATGCTCTTC
F TCGCATACCATGATCACTAGCTTC
R CGTCAACTACCTGGCGAAGAA

1989) recommended greater number of measurements.
Other authors recommend that a photo of ear is reliable and
informative enough with a limited number of morphological
characteristics (Global Crop Diversity Trust, 2007; Law
et al., 2011).
Further cluster analysis was done based on a visual
assessment (MVG) and combined data for visual assessment
and scale-measured traits (MVG+MS) (Figure 1a, 1c).
Herein, grouping in both dendrograms were very consistent
with pedigree data, especially in highly related lines, such as

umc1799
bnlg2235
umc2014
phi033
umc1040
bnlg1526
umc1030
umc126
bnlg1288
bnlg1350
umc1013
bnlg2235

Sequence
F GTGATGAATAATGTCCCCAATTCC
R GGACAGATGTCTGGAGATTGCTTT
F ATCCGGAGACACATTCTTGG
R CTGCAAGCAACTCTCATCGA
F CATTTCACGAGCTCTAGAGAGGGA
R AGTACAAGAAGGCATGGAGCTCAG
F ATCGAAATGCAGGCGATGGTTCTC
R ATCGAGATGTTCTACGCCCTGAAGT
F CATTCACTCTCTTGCCAACTTGA
R AGTAAGAGTGGGATATTCTGGGAGT
F ACGAGCGAGTGGAGAATAGG
R AGCCCAGTACGTGGGGTC
F TCCAGAGAATGAGATGACAAGACG
R CAGAATAACAGGAGATGAGACGCA
F CTTAAGCAGAGCTCAAAAACTGCC
R TAAATTGTCAAGCGAGGTTTGGAT
F TCGCTCCTCGGCCTATAGTA
R GGTGGCAGACCCAAGATTTA
F TGCTTCAGCGCATTAAACTG
R TGCTCGTGTGAGTTCCTACG
F TAATGTGTCCATACGGTGGTGG
R AGCTGGCTAGTCTCAGGCACTC
F ATCCGGAGACACATTCTTGG
R CTGCAAGCAACTCTCATCGA

L13, L14, L23 and L25, L26, L24, respectively. The more
clear separation of BSSS (Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic) and
non-BSSS germplasm was achieved by visual assessment,
with a few exceptions. For example, lines L8, L10, L12, and
L27, were grouped together with Lancaster and unrelated
white grain lines, containing BSSS germplasm.
The relationship among lines could not be easily
revealed from dendrograms. Relations between the lines
are better presented by correspondence analysis (Figure 2).
On the 3D plot of MVG similarities (Figure 2a), lines L10,
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Figure 1. Dendrogram of maize inbred based on morphological distances: a) by a visual assessment of the group of plants (MVG);
b) by a single measurement of individual plants or part of plants (MMS); c) by combining data of visual assessment of the group of
plants and single measurement of individual plants or part of plants (MVG+MMS).

Figure 2. Graph of correspondence analysis of maize inbred lines morphological similarities according to MVG similarities (a) and
according to MVG+MMG similarities (b).

MVG: Similarities according to visual assessment of the group of plants; MVG+MMS: similarities according to combining data of visual assessment of the
group of plants and single measurement of individual plants or part of plants; BSSS: Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic.

performances. Similar results of grouping are observed in
Figure 2b, but with a less clear separation of BSSS and nonBSSS germplasm.
Apparently, use of adequate statistical methods as well
as scale of measurements, significantly increase quality
and utility of morphological markers. Previous studies
(Babic et al., 2012; 2014) pointed out the sufficient level of
discrimination in divergent groups based on morphological
markers, according to UPOV descriptor, as well as, the fact
that the obtained information can be useful in maize breeding.
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L12 and L27, being misclassified in cluster analysis (with
exception of L8), were located between BSSS (right) and
non-BSSS lines (left). Unrelated white grain lines were
also clearly differentiated. Next to these lines is line L27,
with the larger proportion of B84 germplasm (BSSS), but
also with a certain percentage of local germplasm from
line V158, which probably influenced the expression of
different phenotype and this way of grouping. Troyer and
Rocheford (2002) emphasized that introgression of a small
amount of DNA can have significant effects on agronomic

The SSR analysis revealed 115 polymorphic alleles.
Number of alleles was in the range from 1 to 15, with
the average number of 5.95 per primer. Marker data were
used for similarity calculations, and the dendrograms were
constructed according to similarity matrices.
Results of SSR markers (Figure 3) are consistent with the
information of inbreds origin. The lines sharing common
germplasm, such as L7, L8, L9, L10 or L13, L14, L23 or
L5, L6, L20, L29 are grouped together. Rahman et al. (2011)
compared classification of rice genotypes by morphological
and SSR markers and concluded that clustering based
on SSR polymorphisms corresponds well to their known
pedigree data. Application of SSRs in model-based
clustering analysis of 260 maize inbreds, placed them in
five groups corresponding to known pedigree data, plus one
group of mixed origins (Liu et al., 2003).
The correspondence analysis, according to SSR similarity,
differentiated non-BSSS and BSSS germplasm, although
there are certain exceptions (Figure 4). The inbred L28
from the Lancaster group was clearly differentiated, on the
correspondence analysis chart, from the other Lancaster
inbreds. Likewise, the position of the inbred L23 was
significantly distant from the position of the inbreds L13
and L14, with which it is closely related according to their
pedigrees. Inbreds L10 and L12 that partly contain the BSSS
germplasm are grouped near unrelated and Lancaster inbreds.
Percentage of inertia (“variability”), covered with the
first three axis of correspondence analysis (Table 4), is far
the largest for MVG markers (89.2), and the lowest for the
Figure 3. Dendrogram of maize inbred lines based on
molecular distances by simple sequence repeats markers.

SSR markers (47.9). A small percentage of inertia, covered
by the first three axis in molecular markers, indicates the
insufficient amount of information in order to create axis
values confidently. Our results showed that MVG markers
(according to UPOV descriptor) gave better quality of
information than SSR markers used.
Although numerous studies emphasize advantages of
molecular markers over phenotypic ones, still a lot of work
need to be done on standardization for the use of molecular
markers in both, implementation in commercial breeding
programs and in the processes of plant variety protection
(PVP). In the study of Gunjaca et al. (2008), 41 maize lines
were genotyped with 28 SSR markers and results were
compared with 32 morphological markers, recommended by
UPOV. Results were largely in favor of the use of molecular
markers, as a valuable addition to the Distinctness,
Uniformity, and Stability (DUS) testing procedure. The
authors stated that their wider implementation depend on
precise definition of type and number of markers to be
used, as well as on determination of threshold values for
distinctness and uniformity.

Regression analysis of phenotypic and
molecular similarities

Similarities of tested lines, obtained by applied markers,
were compared using regression and correlation analysis.
Correlations between morphological and molecular
similarities were significant (data not shown) and their
values were moderate and low. Significance of correlation
may partially be a consequence of the large number
of compared pairs (a large degrees of freedom), and
not only a consequence of substantial correlation. The
relations between morphological (MVG) and SSR markers
similarities are presented on scatter plot (Figure 5). A
significantly larger dispersions occurs at y axis (MVG)
compared to the x axis (SSR); R2 values indicate that 27%
of variation in morphological similarities can be explained
by the variation of molecular, i.e. SSR similarities. Maize
lines of approximately the same molecular similarities
exhibited very different morphological similarities. This
suggests that the weakly and moderately related genotypes,
based on molecular markers assessment, may exhibit
significantly different phenotype. By increasing a molecular
similarity, density of points is reduced, but also tendency
towards morphological similarities increasing is present.
This is in accordance with triangular relationship between
molecular and morphological distances (Rebourg et al.,
2001): Small molecular marker distances are associated
with small phenotypic distances, but high values of marker
distances correspond to a wider range of phenotypic
distances. Gunjaca et al. (2008) stated that genetically
distant individuals could have either similar or diverse
phenotype, but genetically closely linked individuals could
only have similar phenotype.
Dispersion diagrams for certain lines showed different
patterns, although comparison of morphological (MVG
or MVG+MS) and molecular markers (SSR) for the same
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Grouping of tested maize inbred lines
according to molecular markers

Figure 4. Graph of correspondence analysis of maize inbred lines similarities by simple sequence repeats markers.

BSSS: Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic.

Table 4. Proportion of inertia (“variability”) of different types
of markers, covered with the correspondence analysis first three
axis.
Axis
1

2
3

Type of data

MVG
MVG+MMS
SSR
MVG
MVG+MMS
SSR
MVG
MVG+MMS
SSR

Proportion of inertia

Accounted for
70.9
34.1
19.9
12.5
25.7
14.8
5.7
13.8
13.3

Cumulative
70.9
34.1
19.9
83.4
59.7
34.7
89.2
73.5
47.9

MVG: Similarities according to visual assessment of the group of plants;
MVG+MMS: similarities according to combining data of visual assessment
of the group of plants and single measurement of individual plants or part of
plants; SSR: similarities according to simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers.

Line L4 originating from an independent source, showed
the absence of correlation (R2 = 0) between morphological
and molecular similarities. Based on pedigree data (data not
shown), line L4 was expected to exhibit heterosis with lines
from Lancaster germplasm (type H108), such as lines L13
and L14, but this is not confirmed in practice (although the
highest morphological similarity between them was found).
Although the line L4 has good agronomic performances per
se, appropriate opposing pair in the crosses, based on origin,
was not found.
Line L6, containing independent and BSSS germplasm,
gave commercial hybrids with L13, L14 and L23. Line
L6 showed the highest similarity with L5, according
to molecular marker data, which is in agreement with
pedigree information. The highest similarity based on
morphological marker data was detected with L7, also
related according to pedigree.
The line L9 itself, and in sister cross with L10 (high
molecular and phenotypic similarity), gave commercial
hybrids when crossed to lines L13, L14 and L23. High
distance according to morphological marker data was
detected among the line L9 and mentioned lines.
Line L13 of Lancaster origin (type H108) is one of the
most used testers in MRIZP breeding programs, and in
combination with lines L9, L10, L11, L12, L16, L24, L29
produced hybrids which have been realized on the national
catalogue list. Although a greater number of opposite
parental lines that shows great morphological distances
is allocated in the lower part of the graph, line L13 also
derived a good hybrid in crossing with L12, with which
does not exhibit a high morphological distance. In three-
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maize line, resulted in the similar diagrams. Consequently,
the only distinctive diagrams, where a specific pattern for
comparison of MVG and SSR similarity was obtained, are
presented in Figures 6 and 7.
Line L1 (Figure 6) is a short season flint inbred and
according to its phenotype, it is significantly different from
other inbreds that are mainly dents or are dent-like. It can
be noticed that L1 exhibited significantly greater range of
morphological than molecular similarity with other tested
lines. In two commercial hybrids created by crossing L1×L2
and L1×L5 (filled circles in Figure 6), similarity revealed
with SSR was notably lower than similarity detected by
MVG. On the contrary, a greater range of molecular versus
morphological similarities was detected in line L2.

Figure 5. Regression diagram for MVG and SSR similarity of
maize inbred lines.

MVG: Similarities according to visual assessment of the group of plants;
SSR: similarities according to simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers.

way cross with (L10×L9), line L13 creates hybrid with
good performances, as well. High molecular and phenotypic
similarity is detected with the sister line L14, which is in
accordance with the pedigree.

Figure 7 shows relationship between lines containing
BSSS germplasm. The line L16, developed by crossing line
from BSSS sources and two lines from independent sources,
with a small percentage of exotic germplasm, expressed
high heterosis with lines from Lancaster group (type H108).
In combinations with lines L13 and L14, creates realized
hybrids. Germplasm L16 has certain common percentage
with lines L9, L15, L24, L25 and L26. This example shows
that similar values of morphological similarities for lines
L9, L26 and L24 (72.3, 71.5, and 71.9, respectively), give
different values of molecular similarity (50.6, 55.3, and
74.0, respectively). The largest molecular similarity for L16
was calculated with L15, and the largest morphological
similarity with line L25. It is difficult to conclude, due to
the lack of precise pedigree data, which similarities reflect
the genetic relationships of these lines to a greater extent.
Obviously, a small part of common germplasm may/or may
not lead to great phenotypic similarity.
Special difficulties arise when choosing the pairs of
parental lines within a relatively narrow genetic base, for
example in popcorn, sweet maize or in white grain maize
(Saavedra et al., 2013; Babic et al., 2014). The white grain
line L22, developed by crossing the unrelated white line
and white line from BSSS group, with lines L21 and L17
gave realized hybrids. In the breeding of specialty maize,
because of the necessity to achieve, simultaneously, high

Figure 6. Relationship between MVG and SSR similarity for non-BSSS lines (with the exception of L6 as partially BSSS; filled
circle as combination related to realized hybrid).
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MVG: Similarities according to visual assessment of the group of plants; SSR: simple sequence repeats; BSSS: Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic.

Figure 7. Relationship between MVG and SSR similarities for lines containing BSSS germplasm (filled circle as combination related
to realized hybrid).

MVG: Similarities according to visual assessment of the group of plants; SSR: simple sequence repeats; BSSS: Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic.

crossing with the L13, L14 and L23. According to pedigree,
L29 is the most similar with the L20, which is consistent
with the molecular data, but common germplasm shared
with lines L22, L24, L25 and L26, which is in accordance
to the morphological data.

CONCLUSION
Results indicate that the application of the UPOV
descriptors in phenotypic characterization, as well as use
of adequate statistical methods and scale of measurements,
increases the quality of obtained information from
morphological markers. It should be emphasized that the
phenotypic characterization by visual assessment of a group
of plants or parts of plants, according to UPOV descriptor,
is simple, does not require great investments and is not
labor consuming. Information obtained by used number
of simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers, did not give
significantly better results. Use of different marker types
gave adequate separation in divergent groups, that facilitates
the choice of parental lines, but there are still many
inconsistencies between the field and laboratory results.
According to the achieved results of the regression analysis
for morphological visual assessment (MVG) and SSR
similarities, it is not possible to draw a general conclusion
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yield and required technological standards, crosses between
related parental lines are often implemented. Absence
of correlation between morphological and molecular
similarities for L22 is detected.
The line L24, developed by crossing BSSS line and
line from independent source, with a small percentage of
exotic germplasm, made good commercial hybrids with
L13 and L14. On the basis of pedigree data, L24 shared
germplasm with L5, L6, L11, L15, L16, L20, L22, L25,
L26, and L29 lines.
Closely related sister lines L25 and L26, created by
crossing distant BSSS line and line from independent
source, have a high heterosis with lines of Lancaster source
(type H108), but not with the type C103 (Mo17). A high
morphological and molecular similarity of these lines was
detected. They exhibit the high morphological similarity
with the lines L5, L6, L9, L11, L16, L22, L24 and L29, with
which share a common germplasm. In addition, L25 and
L26 have a certain degree of common germplasm with lines
L18 and L12, according to pedigree (for L25 according to
SSR data), but significantly less morphological similarities.
The line L29, originated from crossing of the lines from
BSSS, independent source and one unrelated line. High
heterosis is expressed when the line is crossed to Lancaster
lines, where the commercial hybrids were obtained by
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on which type of marker better reflects inter-relationships
among presented maize inbreds. In certain cases, the
morphological markers were more in compliance with
known pedigree information, while in others are molecular
SSR markers. It seems that a higher number of hybrids
derived is in line with obtained morphological similarities
between inbreds evaluated. However, this conclusion cannot
be generalized because planned testing of inbreds was not
performed within the given studies (e.g. diallel crossing or
inbred × tester crossing), since only hybrids derived from
the described inbreds, within commercial maize breeding
programme in the Maize Research Institute “Zemun Polje”,
were marked. The testing of a large number of inbreds from
early generation with molecular markers is technically
demanding and expensive, but however, reasonable for a
small number of elite inbreds. Therefore, the application
of morphological markers according to UPOV descriptor,
could contribute to more efficient selection of parental pairs
in the early generations of testing, when the application of
molecular markers is not economically justified.

